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Background
To determine whether misalignment structures such as
duplications, repeats, and palindromes are associated to
insertions/deletions (indels) in gp120, indicating that
indels are indeed frameshift mutations generated by
DNA misalignment mechanism.

Methods
Cloning and sequencing of a fragment of HIV-1 gp120
spanning C2-C4 derived from plasma RNA in 12
patients with early chronic disease and naïve to anti-
retroviral therapy.

Results
Indels in V4 involved always insertion and deletion of
duplicated nucleotide segments, and AAT repeats, and
were associated to the presence of palindromic
sequences. No duplications were detected in V3 and C3.
Palindromic sequences occurred with similar frequencies
in V3, C3 and V4; the frequency of palindromes in indi-
vidual genes was found to be significantly higher in
structural (gp120, p ≤ 3.00E-7) and significantly lower in
regulatory (Tat, p ≤ 9.00E-7) genes, as compared to the
average frequency calculated over the full genome.

Discussion
Indels in V4 are associated to misalignment structures
(i.e. duplications repeat and palindromes) indicating
DNA misalignment as the mechanism underlying length
variation in V4. The finding that indels in V4 are caused
by DNA misalignment has some very important implica-
tions: 1) indels in V4 are likely to occur in proviral DNA
(and not in RNA), after integration of HIV into the host
genome; 2) they are likely to occur as progressive modi-
fications of the early founder virus during chronic

infection, as more and more cells get infected; 3) frame-
shift mutations involving any number of base pairs are
likely to occur evenly across gp120; however, only those
mutants carrying a functional gp120 (indels as multiples
of three base pairs) will be able to perpetuate the virus
cycle and to keep spreading through the population.
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